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Provide or describe 
raw data & variable 
codings































• Real life data
• Author decisions
• Bugs included
• More fun than textbook
















Practical steps in a replication study
1 Select paper
2 Access data & code
3 Identify each variable
If you got to this point, you completed a duplication.




Practical steps in a replication study (II)
6 Add value 
• new data
• new variables
• new model specifications
• theoretical contributions
7 Compare




You now completed a full replication!
Comparing your results with the original study
• Exact same data and methods: results cannot be duplicated
• New data, experiments, models, methods: 
describe exactly at which step the results changed and why
• Different measures of a concept can naturally yield 
different results
• Different lab conditions may lead to different results
Clarify with precision the extent to which you 





“We … find that coding errors, selective exclusion 
of available data, and unconventional weighting 
of summary statistics lead to serious errors” 
(Herndon et al. 2013)
“If we cannot even reproduce the original results 
using the same publicly available data, there is 
no need for further commentary.” (Miller et 
al, 2001)
How original authors often respond
“less realistic”, “inconsistent with the substantive 
literature,” and “of limited utility” (Mansfield, 
Milner, and Rosendorff 2002)
“fundamentally flawed” 
(Peffley, Knigge, and Hurwitz 2001)
“statistical, computational, and reporting errors 
that invalidate its conclusions” (Gerber and 
Green 2005:301). 








… we analyze a dyad-year data set (used by
Rauchhaus 2009) to examine whether existing
findings on the effect of symmetric nuclear weapons
possession on conflict are robust to the
improvements noted above. We find that once pre-
nuclear dyadic conflict is controlled for, symmetric













Decide on a template structure for each project


















Methods section in paper
Describe methods clearly
Name exact models with citations for statistical 
choices
Footnote should contain software versions




Data, code, variable codebook














Provide or describe 
raw data & variable 
codings
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